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Documented as “Authentic and Uncommon”, Dr. John E. Mack, Harvard Professor and alien researcher.
BOOK DESCRIPTION:

Jenna Orion’s true story; Paper & eBook: Jenna’s True Story;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHPrav68Fl4. Jenna, ‘BEAMED UP’ aboard the spacecraft of nine
God-like, all-knowing men who say they are ‘Brothers of Man’; this after her lifetime of ongoing in-person
visits with these humans who are from our past, yet live today.

Jenna is the first modern day individual to report a story of this magnitude and importance, a positive story
unlike anything you would expect; controversial, never-the-less true and sure to change history.

As a result of her ‘Close Encounters of ‘The Nine Kind’(TM), she now knows beyond a shadow of a doubt
that life exists on other planets and stars.

These men travel with a fleet of approximately 200 identical mesmerizingly beautiful craft that come from a
place she calls home. They also tell Jenna they are ‘Messengers from God’ but she calls them ‘The Nine’
because there are nine of them. They are as human as we are; each one has his own identity just as we do.
What sets them apart from us is their remarkable physical appearance, an all-knowingness and a God-like,
euphoric vibrational frequency that cannot be denied or duplicated and is always recognized by the soul.

Jenna’s visits have taken place aboard one of the craft in their fleet, at their home location and at various
locations right here on Earth. Her visits have occurred during a wide-awake state, as opposed to the dream
state or under hypnosis and even in the presence of witnesses. The Nine deliver their teachings to Jenna in
person. They use two methods; telepathic dictations and a form of communication whereby knowingness is
transferred; a higher consciousness to higher consciousness process.

Throughout her life Jenna has experienced time travel; both into the future and back to the past. She has
explored various dimensions of the universe through a process of inter-dimensional travel, experienced
magical manifestations out of thin air, visited with friends and family who have passed on; both here on
Earth and on the other side. She has encountered non-human life from other planets; both alone and in the
presence of others but her new discovery of men traveling in mesmerizing spacecraft has made history. She
now does time travel for clients who have a need to know the future or past.

She shares all of these experiences and much more as her story plays out in a series of bizarre, fascinating
and seemingly coincidental events that are far too numerous to be coincidental in truth. Jenna eventually
learned that these events had been orchestrated by The Nine.

After many years with The Nine she was told that she had been chosen as spokesperson for the purpose of
sharing their messages with humanity. They reveal secrets that have been kept from us for eons; these secrets
contain answers to the mysteries of the ages and a new reality. This new knowledge will remedy many of our
past problems while activating our SGS, ‘Soul Guidance System’, this will give you the power to manifest
the life you desire while bringing more balance to us and the Universe.

The Nine have said ‘life is an alone process', nobody can live it for us. Their teachings are multi-faceted and



reveal who we are, where we came from, why we are here and where we go when we leave Earth.

Here’s hoping you have as many AHA moments as Jenna did while you are living these experiences with
her.

Here’s hoping you have as many AHA moments as Jenna did while you are living these experiences with
her.

For more information and book reviews as well as the portrait of Team Leader for The Nine:
http://JennaOrion.com/nine/ Jenna’s Breaking News story:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHPrav68Fl4.
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From reader reviews:

Evelyn Nielson:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they are still students or the item for all people
in the world, what best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
several personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that
they don't wish do that. You must know how great along with important the book The Legend of 'THE
NINE'. All type of book can you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet methods or other
social media.

Laquita Horton:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be up-date about what going on or data even knowledge
to make these individuals keep up with the era that is certainly always change and advance. Some of you
maybe can update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems
coming to anyone is you don't know what type you should start with. This The Legend of 'THE NINE' is our
recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and wish
in this era.

Rhonda Kirby:

This The Legend of 'THE NINE' are generally reliable for you who want to become a successful person,
why. The main reason of this The Legend of 'THE NINE' can be among the great books you must have is
definitely giving you more than just simple reading food but feed you with information that maybe will
shock your prior knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever
your conditions in the e-book and printed ones. Beside that this The Legend of 'THE NINE' giving you an
enormous of experience including rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we know it
useful in your day task. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Jessica Hurst:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get great deal
of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely sure.
People is human not just a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you possess when the spare
time coming to a person of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading textbooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, the book you have read is The
Legend of 'THE NINE'.
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